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• Beamline and shielding

• Event generators—elastic ep scattering and PYTHIA6.4 (“minimum-bias
generator”)

• Why we believe PYTHIA6.4 includes all or most physics relevant to the background
trigger rate

• GEP trigger logic
• ECAL trigger
• HCAL trigger

• Analysis of elastic ep simulation

• Parametrized photo-electron response of ECAL and HCAL
• Single-arm and coincidence trigger efficiencies vs. threshold
• Selection of events of interest for polarimetry
• Implementation of ep kinematic correlation in the coincidence trigger logic

• Analysis of PYTHIA6.4 simulation

• Background singles trigger rates vs threshold, ECAL and HCAL
• Real coincidence rates vs. threshold
• Accidental coincidence rates
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GEP 12 GeV2 layout in GEANT4

• Detailed implementation of magnet, detectors, downstream beamline elements, target vacuum
chamber and vacuum snout/flanges.
• Target cell design ongoing, results shown here correspond to baseline “G0” style cylindrical
LH2 cell
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ECAL—near-final layout

•

•
•

1,777 lead-glass blocks assembled from three different sizes of available blocks to match SBS acceptance for Q2 from
10.5-14 GeV2 :
• 999 4.2 x 4.2 x 35 cm3
• 697 4.0 x 4.0 x 40 cm3
• 81 3.8 x 3.8 x 45 cm3
All blocks in each row are the same size.
Optical properties (absorption length, refractive index) implemented from model developed by S. Abrahamyan and B.
Wojtsekhowski for equilibrium transparency under thermal annealing and GEP full-luminosity
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HCAL

• Full material and optical
properties description
developed by V. Mamyan
(formerly of CMU)
• Simplified light-guide
geometry
• CMU standalone
GEANT4 code imported
into g4sbs framework by
R. F. Obrecht (UConn
grad student)
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Coordinate Detector
• CDET geometry
implemented, including
module layout and
projective “tilt” of
scintillator strips.
• Energy deposition
response consistent with
earlier GEANT3 work
• Optical properties also
implemented,
preliminary ph.e. yields
consistent with design
estimates
• Occupancy and
resolution analysis
underway
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SBS magnetic field layout from TOSCA

• SBS field components calculated by TOSCA, projected on the xz plane, in Tesla.
• y component in the xz plane (at y=0) is zero by symmetry
• Includes field clamps and beamline magnetic shielding
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Event generators for this study
• Elastic ep generator:
•
•
•

Throw electron scattering angles flat in cos(θ) and ϕ, all other variables are kinematically
determined
Compute cross section from Rosenbluth formula to determine event weight
Choose generation limits to populate full acceptance of both SBS and ECAL

• PYTHIA6.4 generator:
•
•
•

Uses standard ROOT/Pythia6 interface (TPythia6)
Simulates the real and virtual photon content of an 11 GeV electron beam scattering from a
fixed proton target (“gamma/e-” option)
As far as we can tell, refuses to generate events in which the (real or virtual) photon-nucleon
invariant mass W < 2 GeV
•

•
•
•
•

This appears to be a hard-coded lower limit in Pythia

W > 2 GeV limit does not appear to be a serious limitation of Pythia where GEP/SBS trigger
rates are concerned.
For trigger studies, we are mainly interested in the rates due to high-energy particles
We wrote a standalone event generator based on ROOT, which produces a ROOT tree
containing primary particles to be propagated through our GEANT4 setup
We then wrote an interface to the GEANT4 primary particle generation machinery to load
events from this file and trigger events in GEANT4

• We have run (so far) about 1.25 M Pythia events through the GEP 12 GeV2
experiment in GEANT4 (without optical photon production, which is too slow)
•
•

Our g4sbs interface allows the user to set angle generation limits on primary particles to save
time, but so far we ran with no limits to avoid introducing any bias (other than the W > 2 GeV
cutoff)
Particle generated for all energies and scattering angles
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Pythia6.4 Kinematic Distributions

• Q2 and W distributions for PYTHIA6 minimum bias events
• Thrown with no angle or energy generation limits (other than W > 2 GeV)
• Notice the total W > 2 GeV event rate dropping down to the ~10 kHz level at Q2 ~ 4 GeV2
(this is for 4π solid angle)
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Pythia6.4 Kinematic Distributions

• Comparison of charged pion and photon rates is consistent with final-state gammas being
predominantly from pi0 decay
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Protons and Neutrons

• Proton rates ~1.5 times neutron rates.
• Even though this is for a proton target, this result is perhaps not surprising for large W—the
ratio of protons/neutrons probably reflects some kind of Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and-or
enforcement of charge conservation in string-breaking
• Didn’t look at pi+/pi- ratio yet—could be interesting
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Electrons/positrons and other particles
W > 2 GeV cutoff

Photoproduction events

“Others” includes kaons, deuterons, tritons,
muons, etc.
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Why we believe PYTHIA6.4 contains all (or at least
most) of the physics relevant to GEP trigger rate
• The “gamma/e-” option for the beam particle in PYTHIA6.4
simulates the entire (real and virtual) photon content of the
electron beam.
• We apparently cannot circumvent the W > 2 GeV cutoff—
this appears to be a hard-coded lower limit in PYTHIA6.4,
the developers of which are mainly interested in HEP.
• There are two kinds of W < 2 GeV events potentially
relevant to SBS trigger rate:
• W < 2 GeV electron scattering (elastic and resonance region) from
low Q2 (high rate) to high Q2 (low rate)
• W < 2 GeV photoproduction (γp à X)

• We will address both cases below
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The case of W < 2 GeV photoproduction
For the process γp à X:

W 2 = M 2 + 2M E
W2 M2
E =
2M
For W = 2 GeV:

W = 2 GeV
E = 1.66 GeV
•

•

•

Assume a pion-nucleon two-body final state. What are the outgoing
particle momenta? In the photon-nucleon center of mass frame, the
outgoing particle energies for W = 2 GeV are:

E⇡CM
EpCM

W 2 + m2⇡
=
2W
W2 + M2
=
2W

M2
m2⇡

= 0.78 GeV
= 1.22 GeV

The momentum of either particle in the CM frame is about 0.77
GeV.

In the lab frame:
• The maximum pion momentum is 1.66 GeV, essentially equal to the incident real photon energy.
• The maximum proton momentum is about 2.01 GeV.
• The maximum momentum for particles that could reach the detectors is smaller
What about Real Compton Scattering γp à γp?
• In this case the maximum proton momentum is 2.03 GeV and the maximum real photon energy is
1.66 GeV (same as incident photon energy)
Because the trigger for GEP requires a large energy deposition in one or BOTH calorimeters, located at
angles of 29 and 16.9 degrees, respectively, from kinematic constraints alone, W < 2 GeV
photoproduction cannot meaningfully contribute to the GEP high Q2 trigger rate, either singles or
coincidence
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What about W < 2 GeV electron scattering?
•

W < 2 GeV electron scattering can in principle contribute to the trigger rate (indeed, the reaction of interest is W = M p , with high
Q2 )

•

For W < 2 GeV, the likely final state is probably few-body, a nucleon and one to several mesons.

•

For real coincidences, there are two cases we need to consider:
•
•

•

The range of scattering angles of particles that can hit ECAL for GEP high Q2 is about 21-38 degrees.
•
•
•
•

•

Electron scattered into ECAL, all or part of hadronic final state in SBS
Electron scattered into SBS, all or part of hadronic final state in ECAL
For electrons scattered in this range, let’s assume that electron energies above 80% of elastic can contribute to the trigger rate (due to resolution and
high threshold)
In this case, the Q2 corresponding to W = 2 GeV at an angle of 21 degrees is 7.7 GeV2 , with a scattered electron energy of about 85% of elastic
For 38 degrees, the corresponding Q2 is 12.5 GeV2 . The Q2 only increases as W decreases at a fixed scattering angle.
Electrons scattered in the range of angles and energies accepted by ECAL for W < 2 GeV can only contribute to the trigger rate for large values
of Q2 . High-Q2 inelastic processes do contribute, but at a low rate. These are real coincidences which contribute to the inelastic physics
background present in the data, and are easily removed offline using ep kinematic correlations. These are low-rate events that are mostly
irrelevant to the trigger rate as it pertains to the DAQ limits.

The range of scattering angles accepted by the SBS is approximately 12-25 degrees (conservative estimate). The lowest value
contemplated for the threshold of HCAL is about 45-50% of the lowest elastically scattered proton energy of about 6 GeV.
•
•
•

The Q2 corresponding to a scattering angle of 12 degrees at W = 2 GeV is 3.6 GeV2 . The rate of elastic and/or inelastic electron scattering at this Q2
is reasonably high, but:
An electron entering SBS has to pass through 2.2 radiation lengths of CH2 of the FPP before it can reach HCAL, severely reducing its energy and
the corresponding likelihood of triggering HCAL.
The direction of the q vector for these lower-but-still-pretty-high-Q2, low-W events has some degree of overlap with ECAL, and the magnitude of
the three-momentum transfer is also reasonably large, but:
•

•

π0

ECAL is relatively insensitive to protons and charged pions.

decay photons can be detected by ECAL, however.

•

We thus conclude that for W < 2 GeV, electron scattering can only contribute to the real coincidence rate for large values of Q2 ,
larger than about 7.7 GeV2

•

But what about accidental coincidences?
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Contribution of W < 2 GeV electron scattering to
ECAL, HCAL singles trigger rates
• For ECAL, the minimum energy needed to produce a trigger is
about 85-90% of the equivalent elastically scattered electron
energy, which ranges from about 6 GeV at 21 deg to 3 GeV at 38
deg.
• For HCAL, the minimum energy needed to generate a trigger is
about 3 GeV, regardless of angle, between 12-25 deg.
• To get high-energy particles at any angle, you need either
large W or large Q2, or both!
• We can estimate the minimum Q2 for electron scattering to
produce a hadronic final state that can trigger ECAL (pi0 decay
gammas) or HCAL (charged hadrons) within their respective
angular coverages for W < 2 GeV:
• HCAL: Q2 >~ 2.7 GeV2 (very limited phase space for Q2 <~ 4 GeV2)
• ECAL: Q2 >~ 4 GeV2
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Summary of arguments for “completeness” of PYTHIA
• PYTHIA6.4 includes “all” electroproduction and
photoproduction physics for W > 2 GeV (in principle)
• W < 2 GeV photoproduction cannot contribute to trigger rate
because it can’t produce high-energy particles (other than the
beam electron, which goes down the beam-pipe)
• W < 2 GeV electron scattering can in principle contribute to the
singles/accidental rates for Q2 >~ 4 GeV2 and to the real
coincidence rates for Q2 >~ 8 GeV2.
• I argue that high Q2 à low rate à relevant to physics backgrounds in
offline analysis, but irrelevant to DAQ rate (this needs to be checked, but
I am reasonably confident)

• The hadronic final state for W < 2 GeV electron scattering is
likely to consist of one nucleon and one-to-several light mesons.
• To do—use the Christy-Bosted parametrization of ep inelastic structure
functions for W < 2 GeV and assume a pion-nucleon final state to get a
worst-case estimate for the contribution from this physics, otherwise
missing from PYTHIA6
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Defining the trigger
logic
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Note: we don’t know why the code Vahe gave us has
only 11 columns, but all results here are based on 11
columns (since we haven’t updated it yet!)
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ECAL trigger sums of 32

• Logic sum indices run from small angle to large angle, and then from the top to the bottom of
ECAL, leading to “sawtooth” pattern
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HCAL trigger sums, elastic events

HCAL group 3, all elastic events
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HCAL group with max signal, all elastic
events

Because the elastically scattered proton can scatter in first or second CH2 analyzer, HCAL trigger cannot detect all elastic events
Need to define events of interest for polarimetry!
Define a useful FPP1(2) event as one in which the primary proton scatters by less than 12 degrees relative to FT(FPP1) track in the first
(second) analyzer
Events which scatter by less than 12 degrees in both polarimeters give a nice, clean “elastic” peak in the HCAL trigger sum
spectrum!
Naively, this means that HCAL is efficient for the events of interest for polarimetry and inefficient for the bad events
In principle, HCAL could increase the effective FPP figure-of-merit by selecting events with high analyzing power and rejecting events that
would otherwise dilute the asymmetry.
In practice, I worry that too many good events will be rejected from FPP1 because they scatter again in FPP2 and fail to generate a trigger!
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Parametrized photoelectron response of ECAL/HCAL vs. energy
deposition in Lead-glass/Scintillator

ECAL:

•

E

= 3.1%

6.6%
p
E

Note: Above
figure does not
include
fluctuations in
energy resolution
due to shower
leakage,
deposition in
CDET, CH2 filter,
etc.

HCAL:

•

E

E

E

= 6.2%

2.1%
p
E

Note: HCAL energy
resolution is
dominated by shower
fluctuations (low
sampling fraction)
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Fitting the elastic peak—ECAL

• Fitting elastic peak position and width for each ECAL trigger sum of 32 to normalize
trigger threshold
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Fitting the “elastic peak”—HCAL

• Here we take the peak position in each
HCAL trigger sum for events in which:
• That trigger sum had the largest signal
out of any in the event
• Event satisfies FPP1 and FPP2
scattering angle critera
• Fitting the elastic peak position and width for each HCAL trigger sum to normalize
trigger threshold
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Comparison of trigger sums, parametrized ph.e.
response vs. full simulation, ECAL and HCAL
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ECAL-HCAL trigger correlations

• We define a kinematically correlated ECAL-HCAL coincidence trigger as follows:
• For all events passing FPP1 and FPP2 scattering angle criteria, plot correlation between
HCAL trigger sum with largest signal and ECAL trigger sum with largest signal
• For each HCAL sum, make a list of all ECAL sums containing at least 1% of the total rate
• Need a DAQ expert to implement this at the level of the online trigger
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ECAL-SBS acceptance matching

• SBS acceptance for the FT to detect an elastically scattered proton covers a wider Q2 range
than ECAL for the electron
• Needed to check efficiency of ECAL to detect/trigger on elastically scattered electron vs. Q2.
• ECAL is highly efficient for 10.5 < Q2 < 14 GeV2.
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ECAL Trigger efficiency vs threshold

• We define a fiducial region of ECAL such that if the elastically scattered electron track
projected to the back surface of ECAL is at least one block away from the edge, then that
electron should have been detected.
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HCAL trigger efficiency vs threshold

• For a threshold of about 50% of the “elastic peak” in HCAL, we still get about 80% of the
good events in FPP1 (and a high percentage of FPP2 events)
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Coincidence trigger efficiency

•
•
•
•

Coincidence trigger efficiency with kinematic correlations
For 50% threshold on HCAL and 90% threshold on ECAL, efficiency for good FPP1 events is “only” 70%
If we could relax this to 45%, we can be closer to 80% FPP1 efficiency.
FPP1 limits how high we can set HCAL threshold
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Note on elastic event rates and FOM
• Total FT (10.5 < Q2 < 14 GeV2): ~25 Hz
• Total FPP1 (10.5 < Q2 < 14 GeV2): 12 Hz (including small-angle
Coulomb peak)
• Total FPP2 (10.5 < Q2 < 14 GeV2): 5 Hz (including Coulomb)
• Therefore, if FPP1 efficiency is 70% and FPP2 efficiency is 90%,
the total “good event” rate is:
• Rate = 0.7*12 Hz + 0.9 * 5 Hz = 12.9 Hz

• Suppose instead that we only used one FPP, with an efficiency of
90%. Then we would have:
• Rate = 0.9*12 Hz = 10.8 Hz

• Therefore, efficiency gain from using double-FPP in SBS is about
1.19, not ~1.5 as in GEp-III.
• I have assumed that the angular distribution and the average
analyzing power are the same for both FPPs
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FPP1 and FPP2 angular distributions

Note: HCAL efficiencies roughly independent of scattering angle for “good” FPP1 and
FPP2 events
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ECAL Singles Trigger rates from PYTHIA6.4

•
•
•
•

PYTHIA6.4 prediction of ECAL singles trigger rate in good agreement with Wiser calculation
Expected trigger rate ~20 kHz at a threshold of 90% of the elastic peak
About ~50 kHz at 85% of the elastic peak and ~100 kHz at 80%
For 5 kHz DAQ at 90% threshold, HCAL only needs to provide about a 4X reduction
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HCAL Singles trigger rate from PYTHIA6.4

• At 50% of elastic peak (this is the threshold for 70% efficiency for FPP1 good events) total
HCAL singles trigger rate is a hair north of 10 MHz
• Even without correlations in the trigger, the implied accidental coincidence rate for a 30
ns timing window is NENH dt ~= 7 kHz (not too far from DAQ goal)
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HCAL singles trigger rate by logic sum

• Each HCAL logic sum has a rate of one to several MHz at 50% threshold
• Not 1/10 of the total rate due to overlap
• Rates increase from 1-10 because 1-10 is top (low momentum) to bottom (high momentum)
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PYTHIA6 real coincidence trigger rate
• For HCAL threshold of
50% and ECAL threshold
of 90%, the real
coincidence rate predicted
by PYTHIA6, with
correlations implemented
in the trigger, is about 3
+/- 2 kHz
• To do—10X higher
statistics with PYTHIA6
• Still need to do:
• Accidental coincidence
rate with kinematic
correlations in trigger
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Summary and Conclusions
• Exhaustive simulation effort for the GEP 12 GeV2 configuration is
showing a lot of results
• PYTHIA6.4 minimum-bias event generation shows reasonable
agreement (better than might be expected) with previous estimates
based on Wiser
• It still appears that a coincidence trigger for GEP can be implemented
with an acceptable efficiency for the events of interest and adequate
background rejection for a DAQ rate on the order of 3-5 kHz.
• Loose ends to tie up:
• Increase PYTHIA statistics by a factor of 10
• Rerun Wiser with latest code developments and perform detailed comparison
with PYTHIA
• Estimate contribution (real and accidental) from electron scattering at W < 2
GeV using parametrized cross sections
• Detailed analysis of accidental coincidence rate with correlated ECAL-HCAL
trigger
• Finalize ECAL
and HCAL layout and trigger logic (only minor tweaks needed;
th
e.g., add 12 column to HCAL, etc)

• Next steps for simulation:

• SBS optics and spin transport (UConn grad student Freddy Obrecht is working
on this)
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